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Abstract. This paper presents the results of task 3 of the ShARe/CLEF
eHealth Evaluation Lab 2014. This evaluation lab focuses on improving
access to medical information on the web. The task objective was to
investigate the effect of using additional information such as a related
discharge summary and external resources such as medical ontologies on
the IR effectiveness, in a monolingual and in a multilingual context. The
participants were allowed to submit up to seven runs for each language,
one mandatory run using no additional information or external resources,
and three each using or not using discharge summaries.
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1 Introduction

The goal of the ShARe/CLEF (Cross-Language Evaluation Forum) eHealth
Evaluation Lab is to evaluate systems that support laypeople in searching for
and understanding their health information [1]. It comprises three tasks. The
specific use case considered is as follows: before leaving the hospital, a patient
receives a discharge summary. This describes the diagnosis and the treatment
that they received in the hospital. Task 1 focuses on visual-interactive search
and exploration of eHealth data. Its aim is to help patients (or their next-of-kin)
in readability issues related to their hospital discharge documents and related
information search on the Internet. Task 2 explores information extraction from
clinical reports. Finally, this year’s Task 3 further extends the 2013 information
retrieval task, by cleaning the 2013 document collection and introducing a new
query generation method and multilingual topics. The goal of the third task is to
provide valuable and relevant documents to patients, so as to satisfy their health-
related information needs. To evaluate systems that tackle this third task, we

? In alphabetical order, LG, LK led Task 3; WL, JP, PP & GZ contributed to build the
datasets and help the participants; AH, GJFJ & HM were on the Task 3 organizing
committee.
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provide potential patient queries and a document collection containing various
health and biomedical documents for task participants to create their search sys-
tem. As is common in evaluation of information retrieval (IR), the test collection
consists of documents, topics6, and corresponding relevance judgments.

Searching for health advice is a common and important task performed by
individuals on the web. Nearly 70% of search engine users in the US have con-
ducted a web search for information about a specific disease or health problem [2].
While health IR is often considered as a domain-specific task, it is performed
by a large variety of users, including various healthcare workers, but also, and
increasingly commonly, by laypeople (e.g., patients and their relatives). This
variety of potential information seekers, each characterized by different health
knowledge, implies a broad range of information needs, and consequently a re-
quirement for retrieval systems able to satisfy the health information needs of
different categories of users.

The growing importance of health IR has provided the motivation for a num-
ber of evaluation campaigns focusing on health information. For example, the
TREC (Text REtrieval Conference) Medical Records Tracks aim at identifying
patient cohorts from medical reports to recruit for user studies [3]. In this task,
topics include a particular disease/condition set and a particular treatment/in-
tervention set; demographics or other characteristics may also be part of the top-
ics (e.g., age group and hospitalization status). Moreover, the ImageCLEFmed
tracks of the CLEF Initiative (Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum,
formerly known as Cross-Language Evaluation Forum) have created resources
for the evaluation of image search in online resources or biomedical journal ar-
ticles [4, 5]. However, while addressing different information needs (e.g., finding
similar clinical cases vs. journal papers), these previous campaigns have targeted
specific groups of users with expert health knowledge (e.g., clinicians and health
researchers). The ShARe/CLEF eHealth Task 3 resembles other ad-hoc infor-
mation retrieval tasks but with a focus on the information needs of laypeople
and the types of queries they pose to express these needs. Results from the 2013
task [6] showed that this was a challenging task, with space for improvement and
innovative techniques. Results from this year showed considerable improvement
of the results, both for the team submissions and the baseline.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the main eval-
uation campaigns on health IR. Section 3 describes the creation of the CLEF
eHealth dataset, that is, the document collection, query generation, and rele-
vance assessment. Section 4 presents the result sets and their evaluation and
Section 5 the approaches used by task participants. Finally Section 6 concludes
the paper.

6 A topic is considered to be an enriched version of a query, but both are used similarly
in the paper.
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2 Related Work

Previous research has considered the information needs of individuals seeking
health advice on the web, but these studies mainly analyzed query logs from
large commercial search engines [7]. To the best of our knowledge, no evaluation
campaign has considered the information needs that patients may have regarding
their health conditions and provided resources for evaluating IR systems for
this task. Such lack of attention to this task arises, at least partially, due to
the complexity of assessing the information needs: laypeople that search for
health information on the web have very varied profiles, and their queries and
searching time tend to be much shorter than those considered in past health IR
benchmarks [8, 9].

OHSUMED, published in 1994, was the first collection containing medical
data used for IR evaluation [10]. The collection contained around 350,000 ab-
stracts from medical journals on the MEDLINE database over a period of five
years (1987–1991) and two sets of topics: 63 topics manually generated and
around 5,000 topics based on the controlled vocabulary thesaurus of the Medi-
cal Subject Headings7 (concept name and definition). The collection was created
for the TREC 2000 Filtering Track but also used for other research on health
IR [11, 12].

The TREC Medical Records Track ran in 2011 and 2012 [3]. It was based
on a collection of de-identified medical records (93,551 medical reports mapped
into 17,264 visits) and queries (35 queries in 2011 and 50 in 2012) that re-
sembled eligibility criteria of clinical studies. Records were grouped into visits,
corresponding to a patient admission in the hospital; visits ranged in length
from a few hours to in excess of a year. The goal of the track was to find pa-
tient cohorts that are relevant to the criteria for recruitment as populations in
comparative effectiveness studies. In 2014, TREC organized a new medical eval-
uation challenge, called TREC Clinical Decision Support Track8. The focus of
the track is the retrieval of biomedical articles relevant for answering generic
clinical questions about medical records. Participants are provided with short
case reports, as idealized representations of actual medical records. They have
to retrieve biomedical articles that answer questions related to several types of
clinical information needs based on the report.

In 2013, CLEF hosted a workshop and challenge focusing on multilingual
biomedical named entities recognition, CLEF-ER[13]. Their challenge was based
on a parallel corpus in English, French, German, Spanish, and Dutch, composed
of patent texts, titles of Medline abstracts and EMEA documents. The goal of
the task was to identify concepts by their CUIs (Concept Unique Identifiers)
in the documents, using biomedical terminological resources, and an annotated
English corpus.

7 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
8 http://www.trec-cds.org/
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3 Task 3 Description

The data set provided to participants comprises a document collection of around
one million documents (web pages from medical web sites), 50 topics, which were
developed by medical experts, and the corresponding relevance information [14].
In addition to TREC-style title and description fields, the topics contain an
additional field discharge-summary, which contains the discharge report which
the patient’s query stemmed from.

The data was provided to participants after signing an agreement, through
the PhysioNet website. As test data, five training topics together with corre-
sponding relevance assessment were released.

We describe in this section each part of the task dataset.

3.1 Document Collection

[LK] A large web crawl of health resources is used as the corpus for this task. The
crawl contains about one million documents, which have been made available to
CLEF eHealth through the Khresmoi project [15]. This collection consists of
web pages covering a broad range of health topics, targeted at both the general
public and healthcare professionals. These domains consist predominantly of
health and medicine websites that have been certified by the Health on the Net
(HON) Foundation9 as adhering to the HONcode principles10 (approximately
60–70% of the collection), as well as other commonly used health and medicine
websites such as Drugbank11, Diagnosia12 and Trip Answers13. The crawled
documents are provided in the dataset in their raw HTML (Hyper Text Markup
Language) format along with their uniform resource locators (URL). The dataset
is made available for download on the web to registered participants on a secure
password-protected server.

3.2 Discharge Summaries

Novel methods to generate contextualized statements of patient information
needs were used. These are based on realistic short query statements created
in the context of patient discharge summaries. The discharge summaries can
be considered as a description of the context in which the patient has been
diagnosed with a given disorder and has written a query. The discharge sum-
maries originate from the de-identified MIMIC-II database14 (Multiparameter
Intelligent Monitoring in Intensive Care, Version 2.5). They are, together with
annotations, CLEF eHealth task 2 dataset [16].

Discharge summaries are semi-structured reports with the following appear-
ance:
9 http://www.healthonnet.org

10 http://www.hon.ch/HONcode/Patients-Conduct.html
11 http://www.drugbank.ca/
12 http://www.diagnosia.com/
13 http://www.tripanswers.org/
14 http://mimic.physionet.org
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Admission Date : [∗∗2014−03−28∗∗]
Discharge Date : [∗∗2014−04−08∗∗]
Date o f Birth : [∗∗1930−09−21∗∗]
Sex : F
Se rv i c e : CARDIOTHORACIC
A l l e r g i e s :
Pat ient recorded as having No Known A l l e r g i e s to Drugs

Attending : [ ∗ ∗ Attending In fo 565∗∗ ]
Chie f Complaint : Chest pain
Major Su rg i c a l or Invas ive Procedure :
Coronary a r t e ry bypass g r a f t 4 .

His tory o f Present I l l n e s s :
83 year−old woman , pa t i en t o f Dr . [∗∗ F i r s t Name4
(NamePattern1 ) ∗∗ ] [∗∗ Last Name (NamePattern1 ) 5005∗∗ ] ,
Dr . [∗∗ F i r s t Name ( STi t l e ) 5804∗∗ ] [∗∗Name ( STi t l e )
2275∗∗ ] , with in c r ea s ed SOB with a c t i v i t y , l e f t shou lder
blade /back pain at re s t , + MIBI , r e f e r r e d f o r ca rd i a c
cath . This p l ea sant 83 year−old pat i en t notes becoming
SOB when walking up h i l l s or i n c l i n e s about one year
ago . This SOB has p r o g r e s s i v e l y worsened and she i s now
SOB when walking [∗∗01−19∗∗ ] c i t y block ( f l a t s u r f a c e ) .
[ . . . ]

Past Medical His tory :
a r t h r i t i s ; ca rpa l tunne l ; s h i n g l e s r i gh t arm 2000 ;
needs r i gh t knee replacement ; l e f t knee replacement
in [∗∗2010∗∗ ] ; thyroidectomy 1978 ; cho lecystectomy
[∗∗1981∗∗ ] ; hysterectomy 2001 ; h/o LGIB 2000−2001
a f t e r tak ing baby ASA; 81 QOD

[ . . . ]

3.3 Topics

We describe in this section the creation of the initial topic set, the English one,
and the translation of the topics in three languages: Czech, French and German.

English Topics The queries used in the task aim to model those used by
laypeople (i.e., patients, their relatives or other representatives) to find out more
about their disorders, once they have examined a discharge summary.

Topics to be used in this task have been created by experts (each expert
was a registered nurse and clinical documentation researcher) involved in the
CLEF eHealth consortium. This solution has been chosen in place of recruiting
patients because of the issues involved with recruitment and privacy. We believe
that, being on a daily basis in contact with patients receiving treatments and
discharge summaries, nurses are familiar with patients’ information needs and
patient profiles.

Topics have been manually created by the experts given a discharge sum-
maries, and the discharge diagnosis. Last year’s queries were generated from
randomly selected disorders. Therefore, the disorder was often not central enough
in the discharge summary for it to provide useful IR contextual information [6].
This year, built the queries based on one of the main disorder the patient has
been hospitalized for. Discharge summaries are semi-structured documents, and
the discharge diagnosis is a field that can be found in 85% of the discharge sum-
maries. The discharge diagnosis contains on average 3 disorders. The choice of
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one disorder among them was left to the expert, with only consideration the po-
tential questions a patient would have. When no discharge diagnosis was found,
the experts also chose from the disorders in the DS. Using the pairs of disorder
and associated discharge summary, the experts have developed a set of patient
queries (and criteria for judging the relevance of documents to the queries, for
use in the relevance assessment task described in the next section). Queries are
provided in a standard TREC format, consisting of a topic title (text of the
query), description (longer description of what the query means), a narrative
(expected content of the relevant documents), and a profile (brief description of
the patient).

The following example outlines a query:

<query>
<t i t l e > thrombocytopenia treatment c o r t i c o s t e r o i d s

l ength </ t i t l e >
<desc> How long should be the c o r t i c o s t e r o i d s treatment

to cure thrombocytopenia ? </desc>
<narr> Documents should conta in in fo rmat ion about

treatments o f thrombocytopenia , and e s p e c i a l l y
c o r t i c o s t e r o i d s . I t should de s c r i b e the treatment ,
i t s durat ion and how the d i s e a s e i s cured us ing i t .
<s cenar io> The pat i en t has a short−term d i s ea se , or
has been h o s p i t a l i s e d a f t e r an acc ident ( l i t t l e to
no knowledge o f the d i so rder , short−term treatment )

</scenar io>
<p r o f i l e > Pro f e s s i o n a l female </p r o f i l e >

</narr>
</query>

With this approach, five training and fifty test queries have been generated
for use in the task. [TODO: Liadh: have we done such a filtering this year? Not
that I’m aware of]

Translated Topics For the purposes of Task 3b, the original topics in En-
glish were manually translated into Czech, German, and French. Based on our
previous experience with manual translation of medical user queries [17, 18] the
translation was performed in three phases: First, the topics were translated from
English to the target languages by medical experts (one translator per language,
not necessarily native speakers but fluent in the target languages). Second, the
translations were reviewed by language experts (native speakers or people with a
university degree in that language) and any language-related issues (typos, gram-
mar, etc.) were resolved. Third, any terminology issues were consulted with the
original translators and resolved together with the language experts.

We asked the translators (and reviewers) to produce translations which gram-
matically correct, preserve meaning and use terminology adequate to the techni-
cal level of the original topic descriptions. Unlike the original topics, the resulting
translations do not contain any grammatical errors and typos.
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3.4 Relevance Assessment

For this year’s task, relevance judgments have been collected from professional
assessors (but not medical experts). We used Relevation! [19]15 to manage the
collection of relevance assessments for documents in the assessment pool, where
each document was judged by one assessor.

To form the assessment pool, we selected the top ten documents obtained
from the participants’ baseline runs (run 1), their top-two priority runs using
discharge summaries (runs 2 and 3), and their top-two priority runs not using
discharge summaries (runs 5 and 6). This resulted in a pool of 6,800 documents,
in line with the size of the pool for the 2013 task. The relevance assessment
was based on a four point scale. The relevance grades are: (0) irrelevant, (1) on
topic but unreliable, (2) relevant, (3) highly relevant. These relevance grades are
mapped into a binary scale, with grades 0 and 1 corresponding to the binary
grade 0 (irrelevant) and grades 2 and 3 corresponding to the binary grade 1
(relevant). The graded relevance assessment yielded 0: 3,044, 1: 547, 2: 974, 3:
2,235 documents. The binary relevance assessments yielded 0: 3,591 non-relevant
and 1: 3,209 relevant documents. bibThis year’s assessment exercise yielded more
relevant documents per topic than last year: 64.18 relevant documents per topic
on average against last year’s 37.56.

Relevance assessments for the five training queries were formed based on
pooled sets generated using the Vector Space Model [20] and Okapi BM25 [21].
Assessments for these five training queries were conducted by two Finnish nurses.
Each document was assessed by one person. Training queries were distributed
to participants before the test queries were released.

4 Results

[LK] For this task, the participants were allowed to submit up to seven runs per
languages (ie 7 runs for English for task 3a, and 7 per language in task 3b), one
mandatory run using no additional information or external resources (run 1),
three using the discharge summary and any other external resource (runs 2-4),
and three using external resources but not using the discharge summaries (run
5-7). Among each set of additional runs, one had to use only the title and the
description fields of the query. Participants were also asked to rank their runs
2-4 and 5-7 according to their importance.

4.1 Participants

This year, 91 groups registered in the web site, 25 got access to the data and 14
submitted any run for task 3. The groups are from 11 countries in 4 continents
as listed in Table 1. While only one group from Europe participated last year,
this year the European groups were majority.

15 http://ielab.github.io/relevation/
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Table 1. Participants for task 3a and 3b and their total number of submissions.

Continent Country Team Name
Runs Submitted

Task 3a Task 3b

Africa Tunisia Miracl 1 -

America
Canada GRIUM 4 -
Canada YORKU 4 -
USA UIOWA 4 -

Asia

India IRLabDAIICT 6 -
South Korea SNUMEDINFO 7 4 runs/language
South Korea KISTI 7 -

Thailand CSKU/COMPL 2 -

Europe

Czech Republic CUNI 4 4 runs/language
France ERIAS 4 -
France RePaLi 4 -
Netherlands Nijmegen 7 -
Spain UHU 4 -
Turkey DEMIR 4 -

Teams submitted in total 86 runs for task 3a in which 11 were using discharge
summaries (from teams IRLabDAIICT, SNUMEDINFO, KISTI and Nijmegen).
For task 3b, 24 runs were submitted by two groups.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

[LK] We examined all documents in runs 1, 2 and 5 up to rank 10 for relevance.
The two major evaluation metrics are therefore metrics at a cut-off of up to 10
documents, i.e. P@5, P@10, NDCG@5, and NDCG@10. In addition, we con-
sidered MAP as an evaluation metric, but we are aware that MAP is unreliable
because only the top ten documents have been assessed. Nevertheless, we wanted
to report a measure covering the full set of up to 1000 retrieved documents. We
also report the number of relevant and retrieved documents in the top 1000
results as a more recall-oriented measure.

Performance metrics are computed with the standard trec eval tool16 using
the following options:

– trec eval -c -M1000
– trec eval -c -M1000 -m ndcg cut

We are aware that the performance metrics for other runs might be unreliable
compared to that of runs 1, 2, and 5. However, this situation is common for IR
lab evaluations, where additional experiments on an existing data set typically
do not include re-assessment of documents previously not retrieved or relevance
assessment of additional documents.

+ task 3b

16 http://trec.nist.gov/trec eval/
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4.3 Baseline System

For comparison, we created our own baseline experiments by implementing a
number of information retrieval baselines: tf.idf (baseline.tfidf), BM25 (base-
line.bm25), language modeling with Jelinek-Mercer smoothing (baseline.jm), and
language modeling with Dirichlet smoothing (baseline.dir). These methods do
not incorporate any domain-specific adaptations. We used the implementations
of the above methods made available in the Indri toolkit17. Indri was also used
to parse the HMTL documents and for stemming (with Krovetz stemming, also
applied to queries). A stop list was applied to the queries but not to the docu-
ments.

4.4 Evaluation Results

The official results for all runs submitted to Task 3 (both (a) and (b)) and for our
baseline experiments (highlighted in italics) are shown in Tables 2 and 2, ordered
by decreasing P@10 (Task 3’s primary measure). Comparing the participants’
results with respect to P@10 we observe that, for each team, the best effectiveness
is often achieved when no discharge summaries are considered (runs 5, 6, 7 and
1, which is the teams’ baseline); teams KISTI and NIJM are an exception to this
trend. A similar result was found also in the 2013 campaign, with most of the
teams achieving the highest effectiveness when not using discharge summaries.

Two teams submitted to Task 3 (b), i.e. using the cross-lingual: SNUMED-
INFO and CUNI. The results obtained by the SNUMEDINFO team when using
the cross-lingual queries demonstrate comparable results to the corresponding
submissions when using English queries: in some cases cross-lingual queries yield
even higher results than the original English queries (e.g. SNUMEDINFO CZ Run.5

vs. SNUMEDINFO EN Run.5), and these are comparable to the best results ob-
tained for the original English queries (Task 3 (a)). This is not the case though
for team CUNI, whose cross-lingual submissions generally yield less effectiveness
than the corresponding Task 3 (a) submissions.

The best result in last year’s task was obtained by TeamMayo, with a P@10 of
0.5180. This year’s best run is obtained by team SNUMEDINFO with a P@10 of
0.7560. Even the baselines have considerably improved on 2014 dataset. Several
changes have been made between the two tasks: the document collection has
been reduced, and the query generation strategy has changed (from a randomly
selected disorder to the main one). One hypothesis to explain that increase could
be the fact that the topics are simpler, in the way that they correspond to
main disorders, that are potentially more frequent and more searched in general.
Further analysis is required to explain this improvement.

17 www.lemurproject.org
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Table 2. Retrieval effectiveness of the top-45 runs submitted to Task 3 (both (a) and
(b)). Runs are ordered by decreasing P@10. Baseline results are highlighted in italics
and the best results for each evaluation measure is marked in bold.

Run ID P@5 P@10 NDCG@5 NDCG@10 MAP rel ret

GRIUM EN Run.5 0.7680 0.7560 0.7423 0.7445 0.4016 2550
SNUMEDINFO CZ Run.5 0.7592 0.7551 0.6998 0.7011 0.3494 2147
SNUMEDINFO EN Run.2 0.7840 0.7540 0.7502 0.7406 0.3753 2307
SNUMEDINFO EN Run.5 0.8160 0.7520 0.7749 0.7426 0.3814 2305
SNUMEDINFO CZ Run.6 0.7388 0.7469 0.6834 0.6871 0.3395 2147
SNUMEDINFO FR Run.5 0.7633 0.7469 0.7242 0.7090 0.3440 2175
SNUMEDINFO FR Run.1 0.7673 0.7429 0.7168 0.7077 0.3412 2175
SNUMEDINFO EN Run.6 0.7840 0.7420 0.7417 0.7223 0.3655 2305
SNUMEDINFO EN Run.7 0.7920 0.7420 0.7505 0.7264 0.3716 2305
KISTI EN Run.2 0.7320 0.7400 0.7191 0.7301 0.3989 2567
SNUMEDINFO DE Run.1 0.7673 0.7388 0.6986 0.6874 0.3184 2087
KISTI EN Run.4 0.7560 0.7380 0.7390 0.7333 0.3971 2567
SNUMEDINFO EN Run.1 0.7720 0.7380 0.7337 0.7238 0.3703 2305
SNUMEDINFO CZ Run.1 0.7837 0.7367 0.7128 0.6940 0.3473 2147
SNUMEDINFO CZ Run.7 0.7510 0.7367 0.6949 0.6891 0.3447 2147
SNUMEDINFO DE Run.5 0.7388 0.7347 0.6839 0.6790 0.3222 2087
SNUMEDINFO FR Run.7 0.7469 0.7327 0.7078 0.6956 0.3363 2175
SNUMEDINFO FR Run.6 0.7592 0.7306 0.7121 0.6940 0.3320 2175
KISTI EN Run.1 0.7400 0.7300 0.7195 0.7235 0.3978 2567
SNUMEDINFO DE Run.6 0.7429 0.7286 0.6825 0.6716 0.3144 2087
KISTI EN Run.5 0.7440 0.7280 0.7194 0.7211 0.3977 2567
KISTI EN Run.7 0.7480 0.7260 0.7271 0.7233 0.3949 2567
KISTI EN Run.6 0.7440 0.7240 0.7218 0.7187 0.3971 2567
GRIUM EN Run.1 0.7240 0.7180 0.7009 0.7033 0.3945 2537
KISTI EN Run.3 0.7240 0.7160 0.7187 0.7171 0.3959 2567
SNUMEDINFO DE Run.7 0.7388 0.7122 0.6866 0.6645 0.3184 2087
GRIUM EN Run.6 0.7480 0.7120 0.7163 0.7077 0.4007 2549
IRLabDAIICT EN Run.1 0.7120 0.7060 0.6926 0.6869 0.4096 2503
IRLabDAIICT EN Run.2 0.7040 0.7020 0.6862 0.6889 0.4146 2558
SNUMEDINFO EN Run.3 0.7320 0.6940 0.7166 0.6896 0.3671 2351
SNUMEDINFO EN Run.4 0.6880 0.6920 0.6562 0.6679 0.3514 2302
UIOWA EN Run.1 0.6880 0.6900 0.6705 0.6784 0.3589 2359
IRLabDAIICT EN Run.6 0.7320 0.6880 0.7174 0.6875 0.3686 2529
UIOWA EN Run.6 0.6760 0.6820 0.6380 0.6520 0.3259 2280

baseline.dir 0.7240 0.6800 0.6926 0.6790 0.3789 2427

UIOWA EN Run.7 0.7000 0.6760 0.6777 0.6716 0.3452 2435
DEMIR EN Run.6 0.6840 0.6740 0.6557 0.6518 0.3049 2281
RePaLi EN Run.5 0.6920 0.6740 0.6927 0.6793 0.4021 2618
DEMIR EN Run.5 0.7080 0.6700 0.6960 0.6719 0.3714 2493
RePaLi EN Run.1 0.6980 0.6612 0.6691 0.6520 0.4054 2564
RePaLi EN Run.6 0.6880 0.6600 0.6749 0.6590 0.3564 2424
UIOWA EN Run.5 0.6840 0.6600 0.6579 0.6509 0.3226 2385
GRIUM EN Run.7 0.6920 0.6540 0.6772 0.6577 0.3495 2398
IRLabDAIICT EN Run.5 0.6680 0.6540 0.6523 0.6363 0.3026 2250
RePaLi EN Run.7 0.6720 0.6320 0.6615 0.6400 0.3453 2422
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Table 3. Retrieval effectiveness of the bottom-45 runs submitted to Task 3 (both (a)
and (b)). Runs are ordered by decreasing P@10. Baseline results are highlighted in
italics and the best results for each evaluation measure is marked in bold.

Run ID P@5 P@10 NDCG@5 NDCG@10 MAP rel ret

DEMIR EN Run.1 0.6720 0.6300 0.6536 0.6321 0.3644 2479
NIJM EN Run.2 0.6240 0.6180 0.6188 0.6149 0.2825 2190
DEMIR EN Run.7 0.6880 0.6120 0.6674 0.6211 0.3261 2404
YORKU EN Run.5 0.5840 0.6040 0.5925 0.5999 0.3207 2549
NIJM EN Run.3 0.5760 0.5960 0.5594 0.5772 0.2606 2154
NIJM EN Run.4 0.5760 0.5960 0.5594 0.5772 0.2606 2154
NIJM EN Run.5 0.5760 0.5880 0.5657 0.5773 0.2609 2165
UHU EN Run.5 0.6040 0.5860 0.6169 0.5985 0.3152 2465

baseline.tfidf 0.6040 0.5760 0.5733 0.5641 0.3137 2326

NIJM EN Run.1 0.5400 0.5740 0.5572 0.5708 0.3036 2330

baseline.bm25 0.6080 0.5680 0.6023 0.5778 0.3410 2346

IRLabDAIICT EN Run.3 0.5480 0.5640 0.5582 0.5658 0.2507 2032
UHU EN Run.1 0.5760 0.5620 0.5602 0.553 0.2624 2138
COMPL EN Run.5 0.5640 0.5540 0.5601 0.5471 0.2076 1828
ERIAS EN Run.6 0.5720 0.5460 0.5702 0.5574 0.2315 2148
miracl en run.1 0.6080 0.5460 0.6018 0.5625 0.1677 1189
CUNI EN RUN.5 0.5320 0.5360 0.5449 0.5408 0.3134 2556
CUNI EN RUN.6 0.5080 0.5320 0.5310 0.5395 0.2100 1832
ERIAS EN Run.7 0.5960 0.5320 0.5905 0.5556 0.2333 2033
ERIAS EN Run.5 0.5440 0.5280 0.5470 0.5376 0.2217 2061
NIJM EN Run.6 0.5120 0.5220 0.5332 0.5302 0.2180 1939
NIJM EN Run.7 0.5120 0.5220 0.5332 0.5302 0.2180 1939
UHU EN Run.6 0.4880 0.5140 0.4997 0.5163 0.2588 2364
UHU EN Run.7 0.5560 0.5100 0.5378 0.5158 0.3009 2432
ERIAS EN Run.1 0.5040 0.5080 0.4955 0.5023 0.3111 2537
CUNI EN RUN.1 0.524 0.5060 0.5353 0.5189 0.3064 2562
CUNI CS RUN.5 0.4920 0.4880 0.4830 0.4810 0.2399 2112
CUNI FR RUN.5 0.4840 0.4840 0.4766 0.4776 0.2398 2064
COMPL EN Run.1 0.5184 0.4776 0.4896 0.4688 0.1775 1665
CUNI FR RUN.1 0.4640 0.4720 0.4611 0.4675 0.2344 2056
CUNI EN RUN.7 0.5120 0.4660 0.5333 0.4878 0.1845 1676
CUNI CS RUN.6 0.4680 0.4560 0.4928 0.4746 0.1573 1591
CUNI FR RUN.6 0.4600 0.4560 0.4772 0.4699 0.1703 1531

baseline.jm 0.4400 0.4480 0.4417 0.4510 0.2832 2399

YORKU EN Run.1 0.4640 0.4360 0.4470 0.4305 0.1725 2296
CUNI CS RUN.1 0.4400 0.4340 0.4361 0.4335 0.2151 1965
CUNI DE RUN.5 0.4160 0.4280 0.3963 0.4058 0.2014 1935
CUNI DE RUN.1 0.3837 0.400 0.3561 0.3681 0.1872 1806
CUNI DE RUN.6 0.3880 0.3820 0.4125 0.4024 0.1348 1517
CUNI FR RUN.7 0.3520 0.3240 0.3759 0.3520 0.1300 1313
CUNI DE RUN.7 0.3520 0.3200 0.3590 0.3330 0.1308 1556
CUNI CS RUN.7 0.3360 0.3020 0.3534 0.3213 0.1095 1186
IRLabDAIICT EN Run.7 0.3160 0.2940 0.3110 0.2943 0.1736 1837
YORKU EN Run.7 0.0480 0.0680 0.0417 0.0578 0.0548 2194
YORKU EN Run.6 0.0640 0.0600 0.0566 0.0560 0.0625 2531
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5 Approaches Used

We describe in this section the approaches used by each team, and summarize
findings from their analysis. Table 4 gives a condensed view of the techniques
and resources used by each team.

Team BaseSE IR Model DS Query Expansion External

CSKU Lucene VSM PRF Medline

CUNI Terrier Hiemstra PRF Khresmoi MT
system

DEMIR Terrier VSM KL expansion Weka to classify
queries

ERIAS Lucene VSM Synonyms MeSH, UMLS,
Metamap

GRIUM Indri LM Mutual UMLS, Metamap
Information

IRLabDAIICT Indri Vary Query-likelihood, Metamap, MeSH
Blind RF

KISTI Lucene LM Abbreviations -
and PRF

MIRACL Terrier VSM - -

nijmegen Indri LM Kullback-Leibler UMLS
divergence, synonyms

RePaLi Indri LM synonyms, UMLS, FASTR,
abbreviations YATEA, Ogmios NLP

SNUMEDINFO Indri LM Intersection of Metamap, UMLS
preferred terms and DS

UHU Lucene ? synonyms, Metamap,
related terms MeSH, Tika

UIOWA Indri LM MRF, PRF GeniaSS

YORKU Terrier Vary - -

Table 4. Summarized view of the methods used by each team

Team CSKU-COMPL [22] used vector space retrieval model of Lucene as base-
line. As improvement, they proposed a simple pseudo-relevance feedback method
which used the Genomic collection as external resource to perform query expan-
sion. The expansion terms selection is based on the Rocchio’s formula with dy-
namic tunable parameter of Pseudo-relevance feedback. Their best run obtained
P@10 of 0.5540.

Team CUNI [23] participated in both task 3a and 3b, using only the query
titles and the Terrier platform (Hiemstra retrieval model) as their baseline. They
employed various methods for data cleaning and the simplest one, removing only
the HTML tags, had the best results. Their best run for task 3a used suggestions
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from the MedlinePlus dictionary to fix typos in the queries (P@10 of 0.5360).
They also employed query expansion adding the top ten highest terms from the
top 3 ranked documents, but it did not improve the results. For task 3b, only
one step was included, which was the translation of query titles using Khresmoi
translator system and their best run obtained P@10 of 0.4880 for Czech.

Team DEMIR [24] has as baseline the Terrier system. For each query they
predict whether query expansion is likely to improve retrieval performance or
not. The prediction is done using a Naive Bayes classifier trained on the CLEF
eHealth 2013 test collection and features extracted from the queries and statistics
obtained from the collection. Their best result got a P@10 of 0.67.

Team ERIAS [25] used the Vector Space Model of Lucene, indexing both uni-
grams and bigrams as their baseline. The baseline system uses only the query
title as the query and uses no external resources. Further runs do query expan-
sion using synonymous terms and descendants from MeSH and the UMLS. For
identifying medical terms in queries, a method has been developed that focuses
on the most specific terms, i.e. only medical terms not sub-parts of other medical
terms. Their best run obtained a P@10 of 0.5460.

Team GRUIM [26] experimented with the use of the UMLS Metathesarus to
explore the effectiveness of concept-based retrieval techniques. Their baseline
was based on Indri and Language Model with Dirichlet smoothing. They used
Metamap to annotate the documents and extract the medical concept. They also
experiment with query expansion using mutual information to determine related
concepts. Their best run obtained a P@10 of 0.75.

Team IRLABDAIICT [27] indexed the document collection using Indri and
query likelihood model for retrieval as baseline. The following runs are com-
paring Okapi Model with the query likelihood model. They also experimented
using the discharge summaries combined to MeSH terminology for query expan-
sion. Their best run was the baseline, which obtained P@10 of 0.70.

Team KISTI [28] proposed a multiple-stage re-ranking method. Their baseline
used Lucene and query-likelihood with Dirichlet smoothing. It focuses on using
various retrieval techniques rather then using external resources and NLP tech-
niques. The sequential steps used are (i) query expansion with abbreviations,
(ii) query expansion with the discharge summary, (iii) clustering-based docu-
ment scoring, (iv) centrality-based document scoring using implicit links among
documents, and (v) pseudo relevance feedback. Their best run obtained a P@10
of 0.74, which applied steps (i), (ii) and (v).

Team MIRACL [29] based their submissions on the Terrier retrieval system with
fairly standard settings for tokenization, stop word removal and stemming. Their
only run used a standard Vector Space Model, obtaining a MAP of 0.17 and a
P@10 of 0.55.
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Team Nijmegen [30] used the Language Modeling retrieval model of Indri search
engine with Pseudo-Relevance feedback as their baseline. They employed the
Kullback-Leibler divergence for informativeness and phraseness method to ex-
pand the query with terms from the discharge summaries (runs 2 to 4) and
UMLS-thesaurus (runs 5 to 7). The best result was found for RUN4, which only
the discharge summaries were used for query expansion (P@10 of 0.6540).

Team RePALI [31] also opted for the Indri system as a baseline (parameters es-
timated on the 2013 dataset), and experimented with various methods of incor-
porating morpho-syntactic variants, lexical inclusion and hierarchical relations,
and abbreviations. However, results were inconsistent across the query set with
the reasons for this not being clear. Their best run obtained a P@10 of 0.67.

Team SNUMEDINFO [32] submitted both to Task 3a and 3b. As baseline, they
used the Indri retrieval system with Dirichlet smoothing language model. They
experimented with query expansion using the Metamap system, in which candi-
date expansion keywords were filtered against the discharge summary associated
to the original query. They also experimented with learning to rank based on
random forests. They extracted features such as the “quality feature”, which,
by counting how many terms from a pre-compiled list appear in a document,
attempts to estimate the reliability of the medical information presented in the
document. Their best run for Task 3a obtained a P@10 of 0.75. Their cross-
lingual submissions were based on the use of the Google Translate, and their
best run obtained a P@10 of 0.75 for Czech.

Team UHU (LABERINTO) [33] participated only in Task 3a. They used a stan-
dard system built on Lucene and experimented with methods for term boosting
and query expansion and submitted 4 runs not using the discharge summaries.
In Run5, a boosting factor of 1.5 was applied to query terms which appear in
UMLS, which increased P@10 from the baseline of 0.56 to 0.58. Query expan-
sion, realized by adding MeSH descriptors for query terms appearing both in
title and description, did not improve the baseline results.

Team UIOWA [34] included all webpage content in their document index, as
opposed to just body text. They used Indri to generate their baseline. The other
approaches they explored performed worse than this baseline (P@10 of 0.69).
They experimented with pseudo relevance feedback and using the Markov Ran-
dom Field Model with medical phrase bigrams extracted from MetaMap for
query expansion.

Team YORKU [35] has as the core of their approach the use of Learning to
Rank with a total of 231 features from multiple information retrieval models
and different parameter settings. The group submitted several runs, in which
they compare binary and graded relevance information, as well as the use of
different machine learning algorithms. Their best run obtained a P@10 of 0.60.
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6 Conclusions

In this second year of the ShARe/CLEF eHealth2014 evaluation lab Task 3,
there was strong take-up in the community with 14 groups submitting runs to
the task. The challenge of developing retrieval techniques for layperson medical
queries proved difficult.

Overall, we observed a considerable improvement over 2013 results, both for
the team runs and the baselines. The best run for task 3a was submitted by
team GRIUM, with a P@10 of 0.7560 and a NDCG@10 of 0.7445. The best run
for task 3b was submitted by team SNUMEDINFO on the Czech topics, with
P@10 of 0.7551 and NDCG@10 of 0.7011 (their P@10 is slightly higher for Czech
topics than for English ones). The three best teams are using LM as retrieval
method, perform some query expansion and two of them use UMLS. The best
team for task 3b used Google Translate18 to translate the queries.

This year, we implemented several state-of-the-art baselines. The highest
performances are achieved using language models with Dirichlet smoothing.

Four teams submitted runs using the discharge summaries. Two of the top-10
runs (ranked with P@10) are using them: SNUMEDINFO and KISTI. Moreover,
all the runs using discharge summaries for these two teams get higher results
than their runs without discharge summaries. This is an improvement over 2013,
where no team managed to improve their results with the DS. Our new topic
generation strategy proved to be more relevant, and DS seem to bring useful
contextual information to better retrieve documents.

Given the success of the first two years of the task, we anticipate even more
interest in next year’s campaign. In the third year of this task, we will explore
new topic generation strategies, based on our related research on automatic
generation of queries [36] and analysis of query complexity [37]. Moreover, we
intend to perform more analysis work to better understand the task results and
IR methods to answer laypeople medical information needs.
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